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Abstract

Learning is a process of giving meaning to new information. For that, the learning process must be contextual, so the students reach understanding and meaning that are suitable with competence's purposes. Based on this, the learning process with contextual approach is the most suitable approach to the entrepreneurship class, because the students can see, get directly involved and give meaning independently what and how entrepreneurship is practically in society. The developing of the constructivistic competence based entrepreneurship learning model refers to Dick & Carey's approach, consisting 7 steps. The subjects of the research are students. The population is 200 2nd year students of Business Administration Department, State Polytechnic of Malang. The samples are 24 students, consisting of 12 students in the classical class and 12 students in the treatment class with the constructivistic competence based learning. After a series of testing, the results show that constructivistic competence based learning is feasible to apply in the Entrepreneurship learning at Business Administration Department, State Polytechnic of Malang. The indicators show that students can reach good academic and psychomotoric performance, shown by their good performance. However, there are weaknesses, that is, the lack of English mastery that hinders the mastery of the learning instruction, and the lack of time in the implementation and weak coordination among the related classes. Hence, the success to achieve the objectives of the entrepreneurship class is not optimum.
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